
Next a “water gas shift” reaction 
occurs, meaning the carbon 
monoxide and steam are reacted 
using a catalyst to produce carbon 
dioxide and more hydrogen. 

CO + H2O →     CO2 + H2 

(+ small amount of heat)

Low Emissions Technology - Blue Hydrogen 

Step 1

The lowest cost clean hydrogen production option

Steam-Methane Reformation:
High-temperature steam (700 - 1,000 degrees 
celcius) is used to produce hydrogen from natural gas. 

CH4 + H2O (+ heat)       CO + 3H2

Step 2 Step 3 Step 4

Carbon dioxide and other 
impurities are removed from the 
gas stream, leaving essentially 
pure hydrogen. 

Carbon dioxide to storage (CCS).

Hydrogen is combined with 
oxygen in a fuel cell to create 
water, heat, and electricity that 
can be used to power electric 
cars, to light up homes, even to 
propel spacecraft.

OR

Partial Oxidation
The methane and other hydrocarbons in natural gas 
react with a limited amount of oxygen (typically 
from air) that is not enough to completely oxidize the 
hydrocarbons to carbon dioxide and water.  

CH4 + ½O2       CO + 2H2 (+ heat)
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Australia’s abundant land and 
energy resources, extensive 
carbon storage reservoirs and 
reputation as a trusted energy 
exporter offer competitive 
advantages that could enable a 
successful industry. 

Clean hydrogen, with near zero emissions, can make a significant contribution to the global pursuit of a lower 
emissions future. The Australian Government has prioritised developing clean hydrogen for under $2 per 
kilogram. Australia’s National Hydrogen Strategy recognises the potential economic, environmental and social 
benefits of a clean, innovative, safe and competitive hydrogen industry. 

As a low emissions technology, clean hydrogen can be derived in two forms – blue or green hydrogen.  
Blue hydrogen, derived from fossil sources, captures and stores carbon emissions through a process called  
steam-methane reforming (SMR).

Blue hydrogen offers a more cost-effective method of production. Current costs reported by the Global CCS Institute are estimated to be approximately USD2/kg for blue hydrogen, compared to 
USD2.3/kg to USD7.70/kg for renewable hydrogen produced with electrolysers. The global production capacity of blue hydrogen is expected to increase over the next decade, outpacing the 
more costly alternative of green hydrogen.

https://www.industry.gov.au/data-and-publications/australias-national-hydrogen-strategy
https://energyinformationaustralia.com.au/natural-gas-to-hydrogen-conversion/
https://www.globalccsinstitute.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/CCE-Blue-Hydrogen.pdf

